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Abstract
The level-3 trigger system of the STAR experiment will

in the final stage consist of a farm of 24 ALPHA/Linux
processors, interconnected by SCI (Scalable Coherent
Interface). The system will perform online tracking of
Ntrack�8000 tracks per event (Npoint�45 per track). The
track data will be transfered to a global level-3 CPU (expected
data transfer rate'48 MB/s), performing online event analysis
tasks (e.g. invariant mass reconstruction) with a design trigger
input rate ofR=100 Hz (R=20 Hz for a prototype system).

I. INTRODUCTION

The RHIC accelerator at Brookhaven National Laboratory,
USA, will start in 1999 to investigateAu+Au collisions withp
s�200 A�GeV andp+p collisions with

p
s�500 GeV.

The STAR experiment [1] is a large scale, cylindrical,
symmetric 4�-detector at one of two main RHIC interaction
points. Data taking will start in 1999 with a full size TPC
(Time Projection Chamber,Rin=0.6 m, Rout=2 m) with 24
TPC sectors, 6912 pads each. TPCs are specificaly suitable
for detecting high density charged particle fluxes in high
multiplicity nucleus-nucleus events.

II. THE STAR TRIGGER ARCHITECTURE

The STAR trigger system is subdivided into 4 hierarchic
levels. The level-0 input rate is105 Hz, the first three levels
reduce the rate by one order of magnitude each. The level-3
trigger is supposed to reduce an input rate of10

2 Hz to the
final DAQ rate ofRtape=1 Hz at an expected TPC event size
of '15 MB.

A task example for the level-0 trigger is the selection of
central and peripheralAu+Au events based upon multiplicity
(function of impact parameter). A task example for a combined
level-1/-2 trigger is selection of events with a vertex near the
beam crossing point (using information of a vertex position
detector).

The tasks of the level-3 trigger are event selections based
upon the online reconstructed track parameters of each particle.
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Two examples are:

� for Au+Au collisions: online invariant mass
reconstruction ofJ / !e+e�, as suppression ofJ / 
production is commonly regarded as one the the most
promising signatures of the quark-gluon plasma, and

� for p+p collisions: filtering of 700 pile-up events in the
TPC per one level-0 trigger.

Other applications as beam background rejection and online
jet finding have been proposed, too.

III. T HE STAR DAQ ARCHITECTURE

The level-3 trigger design is embedded into the STAR DAQ
system [2], working closely to all DAQ components.

Each physical TPC sector is mapped onto one VME crate,
containing aSector Broker, i.e. Motorola MVME-2306 VME
board, carrying a PowerPC 604 (300 MHz, VxWorks), as
the TPC sector master controller. The Sector Broker carries
two VMETRO [3] C2D PMC-SCI interfaces for(a) raw data
transfer to the main STAR event builder and(b) connection to
the level-3 track finder CPU.

Moreover, each DAQ crate also contains six VME receiver
boards, each carrying three mezzanine cards with

� one Intel i960 CPUs (33 MHz, VxWorks) for(a) data
formatting,(b) initiating the VME raw data transfer and
(c) running the level-3 cluster finder,

� 4 MB of dual-ported VRAM for buffering and pipelining
of raw data of 12 events.

IV. L EVEL-3 TRIGGER ARCHITECTURE

The level-3 trigger scheme consists of two main parts:

� Thesector level-3part (shown in Fig. 1) is mapped onto
one physical TPC sector. It contains(a) the level-3 cluster
finder (described in Section V) and(b) the level-3 track
finder (described in Section VI). Data transfer of cluster



data and track data is performed by SCI (described in
Section VIII).

� Theglobal level-3part (shown in Fig. 2) consists of one
master CPU for the whole STAR TPC, collecting all track
data via SCI and issuing the level-3 decision.
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Figure 1: Level-3 Sector Architecture.
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Figure 2: Level-3 Global Architecture.

The development of the level-3 trigger can be subdivided
into two main stages.

� In the first stage, envisaged for 1999, eight TPC sectors in
a�''180o topology are planned to be connected. The
level-3 trigger will employ TPC data only, and the input
trigger rate is estimated to beR=20 Hz.

� In the second stage, envisaged for 2000, all 24 TPC will
be connected. The level-3 trigger will employ additional
information of SVT (Silicon Vertex Tracker) and EMC
(Electromagnetic Calorimeter), and the final design value
for the input trigger rate isR=100 Hz.

As will be shown in Ch. VI, currently available CPUs are
not capable of performing high multiplicity tracking within
the given time constraint. Thus, in the second stage probably
more than one CPU per TPC sector must be used, implying
programming parallelization techniques.

V. THE CLUSTER FINDER

For a TPC readout, one ADC channel is indexed by a pad
number (r'-direction, e.g. 88 pads for the most inner padrow
at Rin=0.6 m) and a drift time bin number (z-direction, 512
time bins per pad). Clusters are continous (r',z) regions with
ADC>ADC-threshold.

In a first step, for each TPC cluster the center-of-gravity
(weighted mean according toADC values) is calculated to
obtain particle hitxyz-coordinates.

The cluster finder algorithm runs on the Intel i960 CPUs,
implemented on the DAQ receiver boards. The number of i960s
is 18 per TPC sector, 432 for the whole TPC. With their DAQ
tasks (cf. Section III) the i960s are not completely occupied,
thus additional execution of the level-3 cluster finder is not CPU
time critical.

Input to the cluster finder are zero-suppressed TPC raw data,
stored in the VRAM. The output cluster data, i.e.(a) cluster
center-of-gravity and(b) cluster total charge (ADC sum), are
sent via VME to the Sector Broker, which itself ships the data
via SCI to the level-3 track finder CPU (expected data transfer
rate of'3 MB/s per TPC sector).

The time constraint is�cluster�10 ms (input rate 100 Hz).
Benchmarks on the i960 were performed for 600 clusters
(realistic Au+Au scenario) on the TPC’s most inner padrow.
The position resolution (reconstructed minus Monte-Carlo
generated cluster position) of�(r�)'37�m and�z'13�m
could be obtained with an algorithm within�cluster=7.5 ms.
The clusters and reconstructed centers-of-gravity are shown in
Fig. 3. If two clusters are merged, an additional deconvolution
subroutine must be started, consuming 6.0 % more CPU time
than in case of two separated clusters.

Figure 3: Level-3 cluster finder example (600 clusters on the most
inner TPC padrow). The black spots indicate the centers-of-gravity,
found by the cluster finder algorithm on the Intel i960 within
�cluster=7.5 ms.



VI. THE TRACK FINDER

In case of anAu+Au collision, the track finder algorithm
must be able to fit at leastN'400 tracks per event per TPC
sector, each consisiting ofNpoint�45 points (given by the
number of padrows). The fast track finder algorithm has
specificaly been developed for the level-3 trigger project [4]. It
employsconformal mapping(transformation of a circle2 into a
straight line), followed by a fit with afollow-your-nosemethod.

Input to the track finder are the cluster data, transfered via
SCI from the Sector Broker. The dispatch of(a) the 12 pipelined
events in the VRAM, and(b) 18 parts of cluster data (one per
i960) is performed by a triggertokenscheme, i.e. a handshaking
protocol between the Sector Broker and the track finder CPU.
Output track data are transfered by a 2-step SCI transfer:(a)
from the track finder CPU to the Sector Broker,(b) via the SCI
DAQ ring to the global level-3 CPU.

The track finder time constraint of�track'110 ms is given
by the buffer time3 of 12 pipelined events (12�10 ms), minus
the time being necessary for cluster finding�cluster�10 ms
(cf. Section V). The track finder code was benchmarked on
several Linux CPUs; the results are given in Fig. 4.

Pentium Pro 200 MHz

Pentium MMX 200 MHz 380 ms

280 ms

Pentium II 266 MHz 295 ms

188 msPentium II 366 MHz

Pentium II 450 MHz 135 ms

ALPHA XP1000 500 MHz 88 ms

Figure 4: Level-3 track finder benchmark. CPU time�track for
different CPUs (Linux Kernel 2.0.xx or 2.2.x), egcs 1.0.3 (optimizing
flag -O2) for a simulatedAu+Auevent with 400 tracks per TPC sector.

According to the benchmark results, the ALPHA XP1000
500 MHz workstation was the only CPU to achieve the time
requirement, if one restricts the number of CPUs per TPC
sector to one. Based on these results, the ALPHA 21264 was
chosen for the first level-3 track finder implementation. An
example of 1000�+/�� particle tracks is shown in Fig. 5.
Other architectures (e.g. Pentium III 733 MHz) are candidates
for future level-3 extensions.

VII. ALPHA
An ALPHA XP1000 500 MHz (128 MB RAM) was

used as a prototype track finder CPU. It contains an ALPHA
21264 chip [5], a RISC CPU with only 160 instructions.
For reasons of compatibility to the STAR offline software
analysis framework, Linux was chosen as operating system.

2In the STAR solenoid magnetic field of B=0.5 T charged particle
tracks can be parametrised as helices, being visible as circles in anxy-
projection.

3The buffer time is adjustable in order to handle unexpected timeout
scenarios (Ntrack orNpoint higher than predicted).

Figure 5: Level-3 track finder example. 1000�+/�� particle tracks
in the STAR TPC are shown. Tracking was performed on an ALPHA
XP1000 within�track=9.6 ms per TPC sector.

Linux kernel 2.2.3 is running stably. As the MILO boot
loader was not available for the XP1000, booting could
only be achieved by switching the machine into the SRM
console mode before Linux boot. The ability to execute four
floating point instructions per cycle leads to a very high
floating point performance, e.g. faster than a Pentium II
(clockcycle scaled) by a factor�6.5 for a looped floating point
statement likef=f/2.0+f/3.0 . However, an integer division
hardware instruction is not available and should be avoided
in programming. Concerning level-3 specific track finder
requirements (memory access to cluster data), two ALPHA
features are important:(a) internal 4MB L2 cache (Pentium
only external L2 cache) and(b) memory bus width of 128 bit
(Pentium 64 bit), memory access automatically scheduled by
TSUNAMI-D chip [5].

The ALPHA chip is statically scheduled, i.e. the
performance depends on the sequence of instructions. Specific
load/store-sequence optimizing techniques (”lending the
compiler a hand”) can increase the performance significantly.
Example code A:

dst[i]=func(src[i]);

Example code B:
tmp=src[i]; tmp=func(tmp); dst[i]=tmp;

The CPU time fraction of A/B shows the completely different
behaviour of the different platforms: 1.00/1.15 in case of
ALPHA and 1.00/0.66 in case of Pentium.

The ALPHA 21264 is the first ALPHA chip with an
implemented hardware SQRTF intruction, but not supported
by egcs 1.0.3 (Redhat 5.2 Linux installation). The usage of
a specific COMPAQ Portable Math Library [6] improved
the track finder performance ('30 sqrt() calls per track) by
�� /�=38 %.

VIII. SCI
The SCI (Scalable Coherent Interface) [7] bidirectional

interface standard (A64/D16) utilizes transfer of small data
payload of 16 or 64 bytes at a high clock frequency of



200 MHz. The maximum bandwidth is 200 MB/s, signals
are transmitted via 18 pin differential ECL. The low latency
of 2.3 �s (64 byte transfer) is achieved by(a) point-to-point
connections (eliminating ”starvation”) and(b) ”RISC like”
protocols (reducing overhead).

The level-3 trigger system uses D310 PCI-SCI interfaces by
DOLPHINtm [8] . Prototype measurements of SCI bandwidth
and latency as a function of DMA buffer size (track data) are
shown in Fig. 6 (results compatible with former studies [9]).
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Figure 6: SCI bandwidth (top) and SCI latency (bottom) as function
of DMA buffer size (track data) for two point-to-point DOLPHIN
D310 PCI-SCI adapters.

As an SCI driver for ALPHA 64 bit PCI bus interface was
not available (different handling of SCI address translation
tables), the development of a low level SCI Linux device driver
was launched within the level-3 project. The SCI programming
principle ofremote memory accessdiffers fromsending packet
strategies as e.g. Gigabit Ethernet. Moreover, the background
DMA (Direct Memory Access) capability leaves the CPU
completely free for other tasks (e.g. track finding).

SCI was chosen in order to keep the transfer time within
the level-3 system as short as possible. Assuming a point-to-
point SCI bandwidth ofB=72 MB/s (prototype result, limited
by PCI bus bandwidth, cf. Fig. 6 top, DMA buffer size>64 kB),
the cluster data transfer (from i960 to ALPHA) of 30 kB per
event takest'0.4 ms and the track data transfer (from sector
level-3 CPU to global level-3 CPU) of 20 kB per event takes
t'0.3 ms. Compared to the track finder time of�track�110 ms,
the data transfer time is negligible. Moreover, the participating
CPUs (i960, ALPHA 21264) are low-endian (byte order 1-2-
3-4), thus additional byte order conversion before or after data

transfer is not necessary. However, the level-3 track data for
all 24 TPC sectors increase the load on the SCI DAQ ring by
additional 48 MB/s, corresponding to'30 % of the TPC raw
data bandwidth.

IX. GLOBAL LEVEL-3 TRIGGER

One global level-3 CPU receives the track data from all
sector level-3 CPUs. It is connected to the SCI DAQ ring via
a Motorola MVME 2306, in this case not serving as a Sector
Broker, but only as interrupt handler. The SCI data are sent
directly to the global CPU, the SCI messages (end-of-DMA,
generating an interrupt) are only sent to the MVME. The
total track data transfer rate is expected to be as high as
48 MB/s, therefore a fast and efficient memory management is
mandatory. More specificaly large pieces of physical memory
must be locked (until release by a token manager message) in
order to avoid memory paging.

The global level-3 CPU performs(a) track merging for
tracks of different sectors,(b) a level-3 decision algorithm
based on theall track data (e.g. invariant mass reconstruction)
and(c) issues the level-3 yes/no decision as SCI message. As
an example for a global decision algorithm, invariant mass
reconstruction for 100 particle pairs (J / !e+e�, high-pT cut
pre-applied) requires a CPU time oft=0.4 ms.

X. SUMMARY

The STAR level-3 trigger is planned to be a SCI
interconnected ALPHA processor farm, performing online
tracking ofNtrack�8000 particles with a design input rate of
R=100 Hz. The components (cluster finder, track finder, SCI)
have been benchmarked, a large scale prototype system (1/3 of
the final design, R=20 Hz) is envisaged for STAR data taking
in 11/99.
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